
 
 

WASHINGTON COASTAL MARINE ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING 
 

AGENDA 
 

Wednesday, September 27, 2017   9:30 am – 3:30 pm  
Location: Port of Grays Harbor Commissioners Chambers, 111 S. Wooding St.  Aberdeen, WA 

 
Coffee and Treats: Breakfast refreshments will be served at 9:15. Please come early to enjoy them.  The meeting will start promptly at 9:30 a.m. 

Time Agenda Item   (Action items are marked with “!”) 
Objective (Information, Discussion, 
Action?) 

Presenter(s) 

9:30 Welcome & Introductions, Agenda Review 

• Welcome by Chair Garrett Dalan 

• Introductions  

• Review agenda 

! Adopt summary of May meeting 
•  

Information  
Reference Materials:  

• Agenda 

• Draft Meeting Summary 

Garrett Dalan, WCMAC Chair 
Susan Gulick, Facilitator 

9:45 Coastal Updates 

• MRC Updates 

• Agency Updates 
o Atlantic Salmon Net Pen Escape 
o Oil and Gas Comments 

• MRAC  

• Other Updates 

Information 
 

WCMAC Members 

10:20 Panel Discussion: Coastal Resiliency 

• Panel Discussion of Coastal Hazards and Coastal Resilience 
Efforts 

• WCMAC Discussion 
 

Information, Discussion 
Reference Materials:  

• See Links on reverse page 
 

Bobbak Talebi, Ecology  
David Cottrell, Grayland Drainage 
District 
Mayor Crystal Dingler, Ocean Shores 
Amanda Murphy & Phyllis Schulman, 
The Ruckelshaus Center  

12:15 Morning Public Comment  Information  Public/Observers 

12:30 LUNCH   

1:15 MSP Update 

• Status report on Draft MSP and public comment period 

Information, Discussion 
Reference Materials:  

• MSP Status Summary 

Jen Hennessey, Ecology 
 

1:30 2018 WCMAC Workplan 

• Overview of responses to WCMAC interviews 

• Review draft work plan 
 

Information, Discussion 
Reference Materials:  

• Interview Overview 

• Draft Workplan 
 

Susan Gulick, Facilitator 
Jen Hennessey, Ecology 
 

2:30 Afternoon Public Comment  Information  Public/Observers 

2:30 Other Issues/Work Group Reports 

• WCMAC Member Appointment Process 

Information 
 

Staff/WCMAC Members 

3:15 Upcoming Meetings 

• Reminder of Dates and Times for Future Meetings  

• Agenda Topics for Next Meeting 

• Agenda Topics for Future meetings 
 

Information 
 

Susan Gulick 

3:30 Adjourn  Garrett Dalan 
 

 

Upcoming Meetings (Proposed Dates) 

• FRIDAY, December 15, 2017 

• Wednesday, March 28, 2018 

• Wednesday, June 13, 2018 

• Wednesday, September 26, 2018 

• Wednesday, December 12, 2018 
 

Meetings are held in Aberdeen unless otherwise noted 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

REFERENCE MATERIALS FOR PANEL DISCUSSION ON COASTAL RESILIENCY 
 

• Grays Harbor County Coastal Futures 

http://explorer.bee.oregonstate.edu/Topic/GraysHarbor/ProjectOverview.aspx 

 

• Grays Harbor Resilience Coalition Project Report 

https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/SummaryPages/1706018.html 

 

• Washington Coastal Resilience Project 

http://www.wacoastalnetwork.com/washington-coastal-resilience-project.html 

 

• Washington State Coast Resilience Assessment Final Report 
o Executive Summary 

http://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Executive-Summary_Washington-Coast-

Resilience-Assessment-Report_Final_5.1.17.pdf  
o Complete Final Report 

http://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Washington-Coast-Resilience-Assessment-

Report_Final_5.1.17.pdf  

 

 

 

http://explorer.bee.oregonstate.edu/Topic/GraysHarbor/ProjectOverview.aspx
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/SummaryPages/1706018.html
http://www.wacoastalnetwork.com/
http://www.wacoastalnetwork.com/washington-coastal-resilience-project.html
http://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Executive-Summary_Washington-Coast-Resilience-Assessment-Report_Final_5.1.17.pdf
http://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Executive-Summary_Washington-Coast-Resilience-Assessment-Report_Final_5.1.17.pdf
http://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Washington-Coast-Resilience-Assessment-Report_Final_5.1.17.pdf
http://ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Washington-Coast-Resilience-Assessment-Report_Final_5.1.17.pdf
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WASHINGTON COASTAL MARINE ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING 

Draft Summary 
 

Wednesday, May 10, 2017   9:30 am – 3:30pm  
Location: Port of Grays Harbor Commissioners Chambers, 111 S. Wooding St., Aberdeen, WA 

 
All meeting materials and presentations can be found on the WCMAC website: 

http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/sea/ocean/advisorycouncil.html 
 

Council Members Present   
Joshua Berger, Dept. of Commerce Casey Dennehy, Recreation 
Carol Ervest, Wahiakum MRC Dale Beasley, Commercial Fishing 
David Fluharty, Educational Institution Garrett Dalan, Grays Harbor MRC 
Jeff Ward, Coastal Energy Larry Thevik, Commercial Fishing 
Mark Plackett, Citizen Michal Rechner, DNR 
Penny Dalton, Sea Grant Sally Toteff, Dept. of Ecology 
RD Grunbaum, Conservation Rich Osborne, Science 
Rod Fleck, N Pacific MRC Doug Kess, Pacific MRC 
Corey Niles, WDFW Tiffany Turner, Econ. Development (via phone) 

 
Council Members Absent  
Alla Weinstein, Energy Charles Costanzo, Shipping 
Randy Lewis, Ports Julie Horowitz, Governor’s Office 
Jessica Helsley, WCSSP Brian Sheldon, Shellfish Aquaculture 

 
Liaisons Present   
  

 
Others Present (as noted on the sign-in 
sheet) 

 

Kevin Zerbe, Cascadia Consulting, Note-taker Tami Pokorny, North Pacific MRC 
Mike Nordin, PCMRC Jessi Doerpinghaus, WDFW 
Mike Backman, Wahkiakum Co. Kara Cardinal, The Nature Conservancy 
Jon Gonzalez, Pacific Seafood Susan Gulick, Sound Resolutions, Facilitator 
Rowan Kelsall, WA State Legislature Kevin Decker, WA Sea Grant 
Gus Gates, Surfrider Katie Krueger, Marine Sanctuary 
John Foster, Quinault Jennifer Hennessey, Ecology (WCMAC Staff) 
Katrina Lassiter, DNR Ashleigh McCord, DNR 
Erica Bates, Ecology Claire Dawson, The Nature Conservancy 

 

 

  

http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/sea/ocean/advisorycouncil.html
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Welcome and Introductions 

Garrett Dalan initiated the meeting at 9:34 AM, followed immediately by introductions and updates from present members. 
Susan Gulick reviewed the agenda.  

Updates 

• Susan let WCMAC know that this was Kevin Zerbe’s last meeting as WCMAC’s note-taker because he is moving. 
• Jennifer Hennessey announced that Julie Horowitz was back from maternity leave, but will not be attending that 

day’s meeting. 
• Doug Kess promoted the Pacific County Science Conference. Its focus will be on Willapa Bay and erosion. Kevin 

Decker will be one of the speakers. 
• Casey Dennehy said the Capitol Chapter of Surfrider Foundation is working with the Army Corps to restore the wave 

at Westport as part of their “Care for the Cove” campaign. 
• Larry Thevik invited the other WCMAC members to attend a protest on May 11th at the Capitol in opposition to 

crude-by-rail facilities in WA State. 
• Penny Dalton let WCMAC know that WA Sea Grant has received funding to carry it through September. 
• Sally Toteff told the members that Ecology has issued the final EIS on the coal terminal in Longview. It can be found 

on the web. 
• Jeff Ward mentioned that Rhode Island now has a functioning offshore wind farm with 5 turbines. It is known as Deep 

Water Wind – Block Island. 
• Katie Krueger is now the Citizen-at-Large for the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary. 
• Garrett reminded the group that a large portion of the members’ appointments will be expiring in October, so re-

appointment process should begin in mid-summer. Also, this meeting is the last WCMAC meeting before the draft 
MSP goes into public review. He reminded the group that the MSP process began in 2009 and credited the group for 
its progress since then. 

February Meeting Summary 

• No comments were received from members. 
! The February Meeting Summary was approved. 

Public Comment 

• Mike Nordin asked that meeting materials be posted on the website for the public before the meeting and/or that 
copies of the materials are available for the public at the meeting.  He also requested that a discussion of shoreline 
master planning be added to the agenda. 

Feedback from NOAA on Preliminary Draft MSP 

A summary overview of NOAA’s comments was included in the meeting packet. Jennifer went over the highlights and major 
takeaways from the overview. She reviewed the process.  Washington’s MSP law requires the state to submit the MSP to 
NOAA to be incorporated into the state’s Coastal Zone Management Program. The preliminary draft was shared with NOAA’s 
Office of Coastal Management which oversees state coastal zone programs and administration of the CZMA. Some of the 
comments from NOAA were structural, asking to consolidate sections or for more clarification. The most significant issue with 
the draft MSP is that NOAA felt the presumptive exclusion for industrial scale energy was not based on effects, making it 
discriminatory. Ecology staff are revising this provision. 

Discussion and questions 
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• Multiple members had questions about the requirement for having the review agency hold a meeting with an 
applicant within 21 days of submitting their application. Some members felt this seemed ambitious for holding a 
meeting.  

• Doug asked if there was a version of the MSP with tracked changed or notes that WCMAC members could review.  
Garrett explained that members can easily do a “compare documents” to show the changes; Alla has offered to do 
this for the group and distribute the PDF. 

• Jeff commented that the ISU protection standard seemed like it would be impossible for a developer to meet. Jen 
indicated that ISU protection standards are applied to important, sensitive, and unique areas to protect them from 
adverse effects caused by development. NOAA recommends the state list the types of damage they want to avoid 
happening in ISU areas, but it is discriminatory to presumptively exclude certain types of development. Larry 
wondered if there was another way for the state to get around this potential barrier and keep the ISU designation as 
is. 

• Mark Plackett suggested that one of WCMAC’s post-MSP roles could be around the notification of a new project 
proposal since the MSP identifies WCMAC as an important mechanism for information sharing. 

• Penny Dalton asked if NOAA was able to share specific guidelines with the group. Jen indicated that NOAA has 
some guidance, but that NOAA’s response on many specific issues (e.g. Necessary Data and Information) does not 
contain further written guidance. She said she could share links to the guidance NOAA does have on their website. 

• Casey encouraged Ecology staff, in the course of their edits, to do what they can to maintain the original language as 
much as possible. He also asked Ecology to follow up with him about including dredge disposal sites as ISUs. 

• Dale Beasley asked if there was room for the state to pushback against these changes since NOAA is also required 
to be fully consistent with local and state policies under CZMA. Jen suggested the provisions would still need to 
change because NOAA considers them discriminatory and inconsistent with their policies and regulations. Larry 
suggested that in some cases, natural resource policies can be discriminatory to certain user groups when the 
regulation has to do with resources within their state. 

• Sally reminded the group that this draft will be open for public comment soon, so it will be important to think about 
who else you want to see, comment on, and absorb the MSP. 

Comments on Preliminary Draft MSP 

A written summary of WCMAC members’ comments on the preliminary draft MSP was provided.  Jen gave an overview. 
Comments ranged from a few lines to 26 pages. Most fell into a few recurring categories: clarifications or technical fixes, 
substantive comments that required more research, differing ideas on the same subject that would change the substance of 
recommendations, and issues/comments that the interagency team were unable to address. Jen said state staff plan to 
address the comments in a number of ways. For Part 1, staff will be: adding an executive summary, providing more detail on 
WCMAC and the process, moving WCMAC recommendations to a stand-alone section in the plan, adding missing tribal 
descriptions, and doing some global format changes. For Part 2: providing more detail on Harmful Algal Blooms, ocean 
acidification, sea otter predation on shellfish, and other topics; steering away from legal interpretations of treaties. For Part 3: 
adding more details on Marxan methods and uncertainty and data limitations. For Part 4: adding references to the Supreme 
Court case and existing ocean use regulations and definitions, including county commissioners and city council to 
demonstrate local support for project, and adding more details on requirements to consult and comply with applicable local 
Shoreline Master Programs.  

The group discussed revised maps, including a couple options for the executive summary that show all the uses and 
ecological resources combined, and another that provided an example of a caveat for fisheries data. The group also 
discussed ways to add more details about uncertainty in Part 3. 

Discussion and questions 
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• Multiple members had comments on including the Marxan results on the maps. Some felt the maps still looked like 
WCMAC were proposing uses in front of important fishing and recreational beaches. Many members recommended 
using the map without the Marxan results in the Executive Summary since Marxan may not need to be referenced 
that early in the document. Other suggestions for the maps included: having the same fathom curves and 
latitude/longitude information on each map to make it easier to have visual reference points, showing where in WA 
state the mapped area is for people who aren’t familiar with WA’s coast, and making it more clear what are 
considered maps and what are considered figures in the report. 

• Rich Osborne asked, if it’s possible, to include a table on uncertainty and data limitations in the report. Jeff Ward 
recommended including information about where data was collected, especially when field data on uses may be 
missing. 

• Larry suggested more explanation is needed around what it means that tribal fisheries are not included in the use 
analysis. 

• Casey expressed thanks to Ecology and other state agency staff for going through the process of writing the MSP. 
• Jen said a likely timeframe for release of the draft MSP will be early summer and it will likely be open for public 

comment for longer than 30 days. 

Public Comment #1 

• Gus Gates (Surfrider Foundation) said he felt WCMAC may have some of these challenges with NOAA compliance 
because NOAA isn’t at the table. He encouraged WCMAC to make a strong case on potential ecological, economic, 
cultural, and social impacts from industrial scale development. He also suggested doing a Marxan analysis for 
community scale projects. 

• Mike Backman (Wahkiakum County) expressed frustration that WCMAC did not have a commercial aquaculture 
representative or a NOAA representative. He felt this was an oversight and represented a waste of money and time. 
He requested the name and email of the NOAA employee Ecology is in contact with to be able to send his comments 
directly. 

• Mike Nordin (Pacific County) asked who is involved in responding to NOAA’s comments. Jen answered that it is a 
combination of Ecology, DNR, and WDFW staff. He felt that the map that showed all the uses along the WA coast 
should be put on the cover of the MSP. 

WCMAC Post-MSP Activities 

Susan presented three categories of potential WCMAC activities after the MSP is completed: 1) information sharing, 2) 
informal advice on coastal issues, and 3) formal advice on coastal issues to agencies, legislature, or the Governor. More detail 
was provided to members in the meeting packet. 

Discussion and questions 

• Mark asked which of the three categories would the notifying WCMAC of a new project fit. Jen pointed out that it 
would currently be included under information sharing as a starting point.  

• Doug Kess expressed concern about whether WCMAC would be able to convene in a timely manner if an urgent 
issue arises. Other members commented that WCMAC shouldn’t be considered a “rapid response team” and should 
reserve its involvement for high level issues only. The Steering Committee, however, could make it a priority to be 
aware of emerging issues. 

• Casey suggested that WCMAC could also perform conflict resolution activities when such issues arise. 
• A couple of members asked about staffing and funding for WCMAC in the future. Garrett commented that every 

proposed budget in the legislature includes funding at the level it was asked for, which is enough for four meetings. It 
will be up to the Steering Committee to determine best uses of WCMAC’s funding.  
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• Jen told the group that representatives from the Governor’s office have reviewed this framework for WCMAC 
activities post-MSP but have not provided further guidance on specific priorities. 

• Regarding the list of potential topics for post-MSP meetings, Rod recommended tackling the less controversial items 
first. Casey suggested that coastal erosion would be a good place to start, and the group agreed.  

• The group agreed to develop working groups as a good mechanism to address some of the topics. 
• Dave expressed support for conducting additional economic studies. 
• Penny advocated for WCMAC to prioritize work on the Science and Research Agenda, as it would assist entities (e.g. 

Sea Grant) who issue research grants in targeting funds toward priority needs. 
• The group decided that the following topics should be priorities post-MSP: 

1. Developing key ecosystem indicators. 
2. Create Science and Research Agenda--Identify data gaps, create a strategy to acquire scientific information, and 

create a process to adjust plans with new scientific information.  
3. Coastal erosion 
4. Invasive Species Management 

• The group would also like a brief update on vessel traffic and safety every meeting.  
• Staff will develop a work plan and present it to the group. The plan will include funding and agencies needed. 

Draft MSP Outreach Efforts 

Doug Kess, as Vice-Chair, took over in Garrett’s absence at this time. Jen updated the group on various outreach initiatives 
underway. Kevin Decker, of WA Sea Grant, has been discussing the MSP process at a number of MRC meetings. The state is 
also planning meetings along the coast and potentially Puget Sound, contacting media and developing press releases, and 
considering other multimedia outlets (e.g., webinars). 

Discussion and questions 

• Doug encouraged members to brainstorm ideas on how to get good attendance at public meetings, realizing that 
digital meetings in conjunction with face-to-face might be best. Mark suggested having food at the meetings, and 
Susan suggested tagging on to community meetings already taking place. 

• Dale expressed concern that the meetings and public comment period will likely be during the time of the year when 
commercial fishermen are out to sea or fishing in Alaska. Larry suggested that extending the comment period may be 
the best way to ensure commercial fishermen will be able to comment. 

• Sally reminded the group that many of the most useful comments come from those who write in their comments 
online, and not necessarily meeting attendees. 

TNC Review of Ecological Important Areas Analysis 

Claire Dawson, Hershman Fellow from TNC, gave a brief presentation on their analysis of WCMAC’s EIAs. The purpose of the 
analysis was for TNC to better understand the MSP process in order to better their involvement in that process around the 
world. Her interest was in the distribution of EIAs along WA’s coast, and to compare this distribution with hotspot maps and 
Marxan outputs. Her work will help to identify data gaps and lay the foundation for potential grant applications in the future. 
The report will include a roadmap of how to move forward with filling data gaps, including studying topics like climate change 
impacts on species abundance and mapping habitat connectivity. 

Updates 

• Gus Gates gave an update on MRAC in Garrett’s absence. The focus of MRAC has been on ocean acidification, and 
they had a big meeting last month around a five-year review of ocean acidification impacts since the Blue Ribbon 
Panel published its report. Gus saw this as an opportunity to refresh and expects an update in the fall. 
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• Doug stated the Pacific County Shoreline Master Program (SMP) was developed after thousands of volunteer hours. 
He commented that Ecology is not submitting SMPs to NOAA to be formally included as “enforceable policies” of the 
state’s Coastal Zone Management Program, as originally thought. He cited Ecology’s proposed “housekeeping 
change” to the SMP regulations. Pacific County Commissioners have sent a letter advocating that Ecology not make 
the proposed change to the SMP rules and that Ecology submit Pacific County’s SMP to NOAA to be considered 
“enforceable policies” under Washington’s Coastal Zone Management Program.  

o Larry expressed interest in being part of a letter in support of the Commissioners. 
o Jen told the group that the public comment period on Ecology’s proposed change is open until May 15th and 

encouraged WCMAC members to send in comments. She clarified that the housekeeping change reflects 
current practices that Ecology has followed for the last ten years. 

o Mike Nordin stated that he supports SMPs being “enforceable policies” under Washington’s Coastal Zone 
Management Program.  

o Susan suggested that Shoreline Master Programs’ relationship to coastal planning and permitting could be a 
topic for a future WMCAC briefing. 

• The Working Groups formed on specific topics for the Post-MSP agendas will replace the regularly scheduled 
Technical Committee meetings. However, everyone is welcome to participate in the Working Groups and the time 
and call-in information will be distributed to all WMCAC members (not just the Working Group members). 

• The September 27th meeting is the only planned future WCMAC meeting right now. The group will discuss post-MSP 
topics at that time.  Future meeting dates will be suggested after the legislature approves the final appropriation for 
WCMAC. 

Public Comment #2 

• Mike Backman asked if there was any way to emphasize how Ecology has taken public comments and made 
changes. He suggested using some stories to show the public examples of how the information gets used to improve 
the perception around whether stakeholder comments are actually listened to. 

• Mike Nordin reported to the group that thousands of volunteer hours were used to get the Pacific County SMP 
finished. He stated to the group that there is no requirement for every county’s SMP to have consistency with each 
other, just consistency with law – which he felt was the responsibility of Ecology to check. He also let the group know 
that Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents have been arresting some people employed in the shellfish 
industry along the coast. He also expressed support for a study on invasive species and their ecological impact on 
estuaries. He reiterated that the Pacific County Science Conference is taking place on May 20th. 

Summary of Decisions 

! February meeting summary was adopted. 

 

  

Upcoming Meetings 

• September 27, 2017  
Meetings will be held in Aberdeen unless otherwise noted 



WCMAC:  
Status of Draft Marine Spatial Plan 

9/27/17 
 
Purpose: To provide WCMAC members with an update on the status of the draft Marine Spatial Plan for 
Washington’s Pacific Coast. 
 
Background: 
In spring 2017, many WCMAC members reviewed and provided comments on the preliminary draft 
MSP. Staff provided a detailed report on these comments and major revisions at the May 10, 2017 
WCMAC meeting. 
 
Over the summer, staff have worked on the documents to prepare them for public release and 
comment. This included: 

• Completing edits to address comments received, including: 
o Adding content on the Use Analysis, especially the Marxan methods and results. 
o Adding descriptions about uncertainty and data limitations. 
o Revising maps. 

• Drafting a programmatic EIS. 
• Copyediting the entire document. 
• Working with NOAA to review and finalize proposed language in the MSP Management 

Framework that relates to the state Coastal Zone Management Program. This includes final 
proposed language for: 

o Important, Sensitive, and Unique Areas (ISUs) and protection standards 
o Fisheries Protection Standards 
o Necessary Data and Information required to start federal consistency review by the 

state. 
 
The draft MSP and draft programmatic EIS are now about to be released for public comment. 
 
Status and Next Steps: 
On behalf of the interagency team, Ecology plans to release the draft Marine Spatial Plan and draft EIS 
for public comment in the coming weeks (October). The public comment period will be open for 60 days. 
 

• Announcing the release. The interagency team will share the announcement of the public 
comment period with local media, WCMAC, stakeholders, and interested parties. We will also 
notify local elected officials, state legislators, and tribes. Information will also be posted on 
agency websites, social media, and blogs. 
 

• Gathering comments. Working with coastal partners, Ecology and will schedule and hold public 
meetings and hearings in coastal communities, likely scheduled for early November. An online 
comment form will be set up to gather comments. 

 
After the public comment period closes, Ecology and the interagency team will evaluate comments, 
make any changes to the documents, and provide a summary and response to comments with the final 
adopted plan and final programmatic EIS. 
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Summary of Key Points from WCMAC Member Interviews 
8/11/17 

1. Highlights 

WCMAC is generally in good shape. 
Nearly everyone currently on WCMAC wants to be reappointed, and nearly everyone commented that group is 

functioning much better with time. 

Guidance from the Governor’s Office is Desired 
Many WCMAC member take seriously their role as an advisory group to the Governor and legislature. They would like to 

focus their efforts on topics where the Governor genuinely is interested in their input and advice.  Many asked “What 

would the Governor like us to focus on after the Marine Spatial Plan is completed?” 

How can WCMAC positively affect the coast? How can WCMAC be of value to agencies?  These are the types of 

questions people want to drive WCMAC’s work plan. 

Members would like WCMAC to be more influenced by coastal members and less 

driven by agencies 
Many WCMAC members commented that It has been hard to strike a balance between the MSP development and 

WCMAC as a forum for discussion of coastal issues.  Many people are looking forward to a transition to agendas focused 

on coastal issues.  Some suggested that coastal updates could be expanded and reorganized a bit so that each Marine 

Resource Council (MRC) can provide an update on key issues in their part of the coast.   

Many mentioned that WCMAC should be a forum for coastal issues, and should be open to discussing topics that arise, 

even if WCMAC can’t take action.  There should always be some flexibility in WCMAC agendas to discuss emerging 

issues that are time-sensitive.  Quarterly meetings don’t always allow time to discuss issues that arise without notice, 

such as oil spills, hazards, etc.   

Most people want WCMAC to stay out of the weeds—to take a broad perspective on coastal issues and not focus on local 

specifics. However, one person specifically expressed the desire for WCMAC to help local jurisdictions solve problems.  

Another person said that while we need to focus on coast-wide issues, we also need to take the discussions to the next 

level: what are the options for actions/problem solving? (even if there isn’t agreement) 

Members support active Working Groups (or Technical Committee) working 

between meetings 
WCMAC members are open to the Working Group concept but also would be supportive of keeping the Technical 

Committee or some sort of hybrid. The most important thing is to keep a sub-set of members engaged and working 

between quarterly WCMAC meetings 

Members support meeting quarterly in Grays Harbor 
Most WCMAC members support having quarterly meetings with the option of adding one to two additional meetings if 

needed (workshop, field trip, etc.).  A couple people mentioned the value of a field trip to get out to the coast and out of a 

meeting room. Many people felt the number of meetings should be driven by the agendas; if there is work to do we should 

meet more often, but should not meet more than quarterly without a reason.  Only 1 person explicitly expressed the need 

for more frequent meetings. 
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A strong majority of members likes meeting in Grays Harbor.  However, some would like the group to see more of the 

coast.  Suggestions included an annual field trip, or one meeting per year in a different location with a site visit of some 

sort tacked on. 

There is a need to get materials to the public.  
Some WCMAC members are concerned that the public does not have copies of WCMAC materials at the meetings 

(either hard copies or electronic access).  Suggestions included having some public binders at each meeting with all the 

materials in the members’ packets, and/or sending digital materials out to a broader mailing list prior to the meeting. 

2. Additional Topics for WCMAC Agendas 
There is strong support for the priority issues identified at the last WCMAC meeting:  

• ecosystem indicators,  

• science and research agenda,  

• coastal erosion,  

• invasive species,  

• vessel traffic and safety. 

Additional topics suggested for consideration include: 

• Coastal Energy.  WA is a leader on renewable energy research; WCMAC should continue to be engaged.  (A 

handful of people raised this issue and advocated that WCMAC continue to discuss it) 

• Economic development: how do coastal communities adapt to changing economy?  What does economic 

development look like that doesn’t threaten existing uses but makes room for change? 

• Vessel traffic discussions must include transport of hazardous materials/oil. 

• WCMAC should provide early project review and input on new projects. 

• Climate resiliency (coastal erosion fits under this) 

• Ocean acidification--Perhaps joint meeting with MRAC (½ on MSP briefing, ½ on OA briefing) 

• Sea-level rise 

• Offshore aquaculture—a briefing from NOAA on why they are promoting off-shore aquaculture. 

• Fish-farms (and/or add a fish farm representative to the Council) 

• An overview from each agency on their authorities/responsibilities regarding marine waters-- what they do and 

can’t do with regard to the marine environment.   

• A briefing on the regulatory framework for potential projects or developments, including identification of which 

agencies are involved.  For example, the Coast Guard could explain their review process, another agency could 

clarify where MSP recommendations fit into upcoming projects, etc.   

• Shipping overview (what is going on, what is being shipped, international trade benefits, etc.) 

• Briefing from WDFW on recreation and commercial fishing allocation process. 

• Resource and use conflicts (Based on data, are there opportunities to ease pressure/reduce conflicts?)  

3. Other Comments 
• An agency rep would like to be able to send alternates so person most knowledgeable on the topic could sit at 

the table.   

• It may be more cost and time effective to sponsor a white paper to address WCMAC questions than to have 

open-ended discussions about topics. 

• Tribal input is important; it would be nice to have continued participation from tribes. 

• There are still a lot of data gaps on economics that need to be filled. 

• It is important that the maps and data be kept up to date. 



Topic Purpose WMCAC Focus Timeframe Tasks Information Needs

Working 

Group 

(Y/N) Notes/Status Updates

A. Coastal Resiliency To update WCMAC on efforts to address coastal resiliency and 

identify areas were WCMAC may want to provide informal or 

formal advice on the issue.

Information Sharing; 

Possible informal advice

9/17-12/17 1. Develop Panel Discussion for Sept. WCMAC Meeting 

(WCMAC Staff)

2. WCMAC Discussion on next steps (WCMAC Meeting) 

1. Informational Briefing

2. Reports from current efforts

TBD *Panel Discussion will occur at Sept. WCMAC meeting.

B. Ecosystem Indicators To provide feedback to the state on refining the list of ecosystem 

indicators.

Informal Advice 6/18-12/18 1. Compile existing lists of indicators, summary of methods, 

and proposed process for refining indicators (WCMAC staff)

2. WCMAC briefing and discussion (WCMAC Meeting)

1. List of current potential 

indicators

2. Summary of methods used to 

identify current list

3. Informational briefing on 

developing scientifically robust 

indicators

TBD *Need to consult with NOAA (NWFSC)

C. Science and Research 

Agenda

To provide feedback to the state on the development of a science 

and research agenda, including data gaps and WCMAC's 

priorities.

Informal Advice 1/18-6/18 1. Compile Data Gaps (WCMAC Staff)

2. WCMAC Discussion on Initial List of Gaps and Priorities 

(WCMAC Meeting)

1. List of data gaps (initial list 

from MSP)

2. Summary of existing, current 

science needs documents for 

WA Coast (e.g. OCNMS, 

PFMC)

TBD

D. Monitor Implementation of 

MSP

To keep WCMAC informed of MSP implementation efforts Information Sharing Ongoing 1. Summarize status of MSP implementation tasks (WCMAC 

staff)

2. Develop panel on regulatory roles for Dec. meeting? 

(WCMAC staff )

1. Informational Briefing on 

Status of MSP Implementation

No *Include briefing on how the plan gets used, particularly 

regarding new applications

*Review plans that are inconsistent with MSP

E. Annual Work Plan To develop an annual workplan to guide planning for WCMAC 

meetings and activities.

Operations/Admin 12/17 1. Compile topics and outcomes (Steering Committee )

2. Develop draft annual workplan (Steering Committee)

3. Discuss and adopt work plan (WCMAC Meeting )

1. Input from WCMAC 

members and Gov's office on 

topics and priorities

No * Initial draft work plan discussed at September meeting 

with final work plan addressed at Dec. meeting.

F. WCMAC Meeting Agendas 

and Operations

To fulfill Steering Committee responsibilities as listed in the by-

laws

Operations/Admin Ongoing 1. Set WCMAC Agendas for each meeting

2. Conduct officer elections every 2 years

No

G. WCMAC Operations/By-

laws Clarifications

To clarify WCMAC operations regarding consensus and majority 

voting, and process and implications for recusals

Operations/Admin 3/18 1. Identify options and/or recommend changes to the by-laws 

(Steering Committee)

2. Adopt revised by-laws (WCMAC)

No *It may be possible to address these issues without 

revising the bylaws

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Cosatal Erosion

Joint meeting with MRAC, or presentation from MRAC plus other entities (eg. WA Ocean Acidification Research Center, Governor's office, etc.)

Commercial Net Pen Aquaculture

Offshore Aquaculture

Could be combined with Ocean Acidification

Coastal Energy

Possibly combine with Shellfish Aquaculture management issues

Changing Fishing Fleets and Alternative Fishing Methods

Briefing from WDFW on recreation and commercial fishing allocation

Draft WCMAC Workplan 

9/1/17

Other Topics of Interest/Future Consideration Notes/Comments

Invasive Species Management

Economic Development: How to coastal communities adapt to changing economy?

Ocean Acidification

Ocean conditions (e.g. temperature, ocean acidification, etc.)

Shipping overview

Vessel Traffic/Navigational Safety/Transport of hazardous substances

Shellfish Aquaculture Management issues (e.g. invasive species, burrowing shrimp, etc.)

Sea-level rise (included with coastal resiliency?)

Oil terminals
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